GRATITUDE TO MY PATRON SAINTS
PATRONAGE ONE
Amongst the inter-galactic energies that are spreading through the different
atmospheric layers of Planet Earth are the empyrean energies of the Arcturians.
They have gifted us their rejuvenating and powerful energies to assist us
during these troubled times.
Planet Earth is presently in an accelerated pace of cleansing and she is removing layers of polluted negative energies.
These adverse energies have to be neutralized by us; else they will subtly
pollute Ether and bring heaviness in your auric layers.
The Arcturians are assisting us in this cleansing.
We wish to inspire the denizens of Planet Earth, to take a step forward towards the 4th and 5th dimension of life.
Strive towards that life Dear Ones!!
When you turn to us for assistance; I will cut your etheric cords of negativity
and assist you in taking that step.
I am your Guardian Angel Archangel Michael Blessing you.
I am showering Blessings of prosperity on the Gratitude Series One and will
shower My Blessings on all your readers. This will be your first channeling
in My Book…
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PATRONAGE EIGHTEEN
Dear Ones if there is bitterness in your heart; you are lowering your personal
vibratory level.
Negative qualities ruin the nature of your thoughts; a ripple effect of negativity spreads anger and discontent into your surroundings.
The subtle vibrations around you should be harmonious, pleasant and conducive towards peace, joy and happiness.
We choose these words because we are aware that every soul has a free
will; which assists them in choosing important aspects in their day-to-day
lives.
We are aware that a vast majority often do not choose the spiritual path because of some confused misgivings about spirituality.
The denizens of Planet Earth believe that the spiritual path is a path of rigorous hardships and denial of bodily comfort.
We ask you to sit in introspection and try and comprehend your thoughts.
Very often a small misinterpretation leads to huge arguments.
Yes, these small misunderstandings can create problematic issues that are
apparently senseless and often, completely unnecessary.
The spiritual path enhances your intuition and powers of comprehension. It
allows you to imbue the higher and refined energies, which are prevalent in
Ether.
These energies vitalize your mind and body in a positive way and assist you
on your path.
These subtle energies are our pathway towards all aspiring souls. When
your subtle energies and vibratory levels are high, you can connect to us and
receive our guidance and knowledge.
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As we spread these refined inter-galactic energies of 2014 and 2015 into
Ether; we raise you to a higher awareness of your inner self.
Some may be motivated towards meditation and prayer; whilst others
choose to complete their past karmic debts through forgiveness and compassion.
Some are led towards a deep introspection into distinct aspects of their inner
self.
Some are guided towards different techniques of cleansing and purification.
Forgiveness, acceptance, compassion and gratitude are important qualities to
be nurtured.
Dear Ones, we wish to motivate you towards liberation.
We are here to assist you Dear Ones, and you NOT need fear; we are holding
your hand and taking you home; back to yourself.
We ask you to contemplate deeply upon any channeled message which you
read. Each soul will perceive and comprehend it, with their emotional baggage.
We ask you to seek our guidance and knowledge during moments of introspection.
Usually most people do NOT EASILY ACCEPT THEIR INNER SELF!!
Open your hearts and accept our Divine vibrations….
We bless you Dear Ones to seek the pure light of ascension…..
We are Archangel Michael and Saint Germain Blessing you.
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